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I T  MAY B E , as offl ine readership continues to decline, that 
the mere fact of a bound, printed book with a paper dust 
jacket is something to celebrate. But every book jacket 
designer has at least one that got away—a fresh, inventive 
cover that was shot down en route to the bookstore shelf. 
These “lost” covers form a parallel universe in which the 
books we read and love exist in entirely different skins. / 
The reasons why cover designs get killed vary: The author’s 
spouse didn’t like it. The marketing or sales department 
didn’t think they could sell it. The chain bookstores said 
they would only stock it if the cover was red instead of white. 
Designers can produce hundreds of compositions before 
fi nding one that makes everyone happy. But does anyone 
really know whether a given cover sells a book? “We all 
assume we know something about this body, whatever it 
is—the buying body or the body politic,” says Knopf designer 
Peter Mendelsund. “But, frankly, no one has a clue.” / We 
asked eight designers to show us their favorite runners-up, 
and to explain how and why these covers were nixed. In 
most cases, the designers were surprisingly sanguine. “It’s 
actually a good exercise to have to redesign something,” 
says free lance designer Gabriele Wilson. “Quite often, the 
designs end up being stronger than when they started.”  

Illustration by Paul Sahre

KILL YOUR DARLINGSKILL YOUR DARLINGS

By Peter Terzian

BOOK DESIGNERS’ FAVORITE COVERS DON’T ALWAYS SEE THE LIGHT OF DAY.
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Carol Devine Carson / Dogwalker by 
Arthur Bradford / Knopf

Outside the offi ce of Carol Devine Carson, art director for 
Knopf, is a gallery of also-rans—mocked-up copies of books by 
Alice Munro, Toni Morrison, and others, all with killed covers. 
The one closest to Carson’s heart is for Arthur Bradford’s 
Dogwalker (2001), a collection of stories with a cast of half-pet, 
half-person mutants. Carson came up with a cheerful baby-
puppy hybrid. “I showed it to [Bradford’s] editor,” says Carson, 
“and the reaction was really funny, a sort of ‘Eek!’ She said, ‘It’s 
kind of repulsive, it’s kind of scary, but it’s kind of charming.’ 
So I thought it stood a chance.” Bradford admired the cover’s 
“strangeness and creativity,” he says, but “something about 
that dog-baby’s face struck me as sinister and mocking.” After 
a detail of a pooch from an Old Master painting was rejected, 
Bradford and Carson chose a quieter canine close-up; both love 
the fi nished product. “Looking at [the original] cover now, it 
doesn’t seem as ill-fi tting as I’d fi rst thought,” says Bradford. “I 
have children of my own now, and perhaps a baby’s face isn’t 
quite so scary to me.” Photo (bottom): Keith Carter

John Gall / Remainder by Tom McCarthy 
/ Vintage

Rare is the designer who ends up killing his own design. John 
Gall, art director for Vintage Books, had already received 
approval for his cover of Remainder, the critically acclaimed 
2007 debut novel by British writer Tom McCarthy. For the story 
of a man with head trauma who uses his settlement money to 
stage recreations of his scant remaining memories, Gall’s initial 
idea was “to treat the cover as if it were a slightly damaged 
artifact,” he says. (The concept also nods to the shopworn state 
of remaindered books.) But Gall had doubts about his own de-
sign, and worried that it was too sedate for a fi rst novel being 
published as a paperback original. “I thought it needed a little 
something,” he says, “some color.” His concern led to a series of 
experiments submerging type in blue liquid, complete with a 
water tank, various shades of blue dye, and an assistant to swirl 
the fl uid. At the last minute, a new cover was born. “It ended 
up feeling like we were rehearsing one of the scenes in the book 
as we slowly lowered the book in and out of the water again.” 
Photo (bottom): Geoff Spear
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Paul Buckley / God Is Dead by 
Ron Currie, Jr. / Viking

Paul Buckley, executive creative director for Penguin Books, 
came up with a bounty of possible covers for God Is Dead, a 
2007 collection of short stories by debut writer Ron Currie, Jr. 
Each expands on the book’s fantastic premise: God lands on 
Earth in the Darfur region, taking on the form of a poor woman, 
who dies and is eaten by a pack of wild dogs. The dogs begin 
to speak about the deicide; Currie’s stories recount the frantic 
effect the news has upon various characters. Buckley says that 
his favorite idea was a collage of a falling coffi n superimposed 
on a seascape, which “reminded me of the Pink Floyd aesthet-
ic that I’m so fond of.” Unfortunately, Buckley’s design followed 
the successful release of a special series of Penguin Classic 
“Deluxe Editions” with covers reconceived by graphic novelists. 
The editor and author requested a comix-style jacket; Buckley 
asked them to take a second look at his designs, but says that 
the “sheer number made them lose focus.” In the end, Buckley 
hired graphic novelist Anders Nilsen, “who has done fantastic 
images of talking dogs.… He nailed it right away.” 
Photos: Getty Images (popsicle, coffi n), Jill Greenberg (ape).

Rodrigo Corral / Stranger Than Fiction: 
True Stories by Chuck Palahniuk / Anchor

Freelance designer Rodrigo Corral is the visionary behind the 
sometimes stomach-churning covers of Chuck Palahniuk’s shock-
punk novels. When Palahniuk published Stranger Than Fiction: 
True Stories (2004), a collection of journalism and personal es-
says, Corral designed a photographic cover that visualized a 
gruesome bit of family history: Palahniuk’s grandfather going on 
a murderous rampage as his father hid under the bed. For the 
paperback edition, Corral wanted to take the cover in an entirely 
different direction. He created a pattern of tiny icons—hatchets, 
dildos, cockroaches—drawn from every piece in the book, with a 
half-bear, half-bodybuilder fi gure (a reference to Palahniuk’s ad-
ventures with steroids) in the center, then scribbled out each 
image with a marker. It’s the only one of Corral’s covers that has 
ever been rejected. “I feel they made a big mistake,” says Corral, 
who reverted to the original ominous-shoe cover for the paper-
back. “Unless you know that particular story, it’s not as powerful.”
Photo (bottom): Michael Schmelling
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Gabriele Wilson / How Perfect Is That by 
Sarah Bird / Knopf

“Editors sometimes need to see what doesn’t work, in order to 
fi gure out what does work,” says freelance designer Gabriele 
Wilson. That process was taken to extremes when Wilson con-
ceived a cover for Sarah Bird’s How Perfect Is That. The novel, 
originally titled Weightless, has at its center a fallen Texas 
soci ety woman who hopes to re-enter her old milieu by open-
ing a high-end catering service. Wilson’s earliest comp showed 
a woman out cold. “But they felt that she looked dead,” Wilson 
says. Pushed to make the jacket “lighter, more fun,” she says, she 
experimented with putting status symbols in fl oating bubbles. 
When the title changed, the direction shifted, and Wilson thought
the braying ladies in Jessica Craig-Martin’s party photographs 
were ideal—“very decadent and over-the-top.” The consensus: 
The women were too old. In the end, Wilson collaborated with 
Portland, Oregon photographer John Clark to create a great leg 
shot: “He had all these models coming in and standing on their 
heads,” she says. Wilson is happy with the fi nished cover, which 
isn’t too different from her earliest concept. 
Photos: Corbis (carpet); Jessica Craig-Martin (mouth); John Clark (legs)

John Gray / Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close 
by Jonathan Safran Foer / Houghton Mifflin

East London–based designer Jon Gray of gray318 is best known 
for his covers—many hand-lettered—for some of fi ction’s bright-
est lights. Gray receives commissions from both American and 
British publishers, and oversees the design of the U.K. editions 
of Jonathan Lethem, Jonathan Coe, and Ali Smith. In the U.S., 
how ever, it’s his covers for Jonathan Safran Foer that have be-
come iconic. After designing the jacket of Foer’s massively 
successful Everything is Illuminated, Gray was given the assign-
ment to work on the novelist’s highly anticipated 2005 follow-up, 
a story about a boy grappling with the aftermath of September 
11. The book’s original title was I’M OK. With only a partial manu-
script to work with, he came up with an intricate hand-drawn 
pattern of angels, griffi ns, and curlicues. But the cover didn’t 
prove vi able when Foer renamed his book Extremely Loud and 
Incredibly Close. “Some thing told me that maybe this approach 
wasn’t going to work with the new title,” Gray says. In the end, 
though, the designer’s “hand” cover became one of the most in-
stantly rec ognizable book jackets of the year.
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Peter Mendelsund / Send: The Essential Guide 
to Email for Office and Home by David Shipley 
and Will Schwalbe / Knopf

Peter Mendelsund, a senior designer at Knopf, did “hundreds” 
of comps for Send, a 2007 guide to e-mail etiquette. The book 
met with “huge excitement” at the house, he says. One of his 
earliest designs was a rude twist on the Macintosh cursor icon. 
“I think that maybe alone would have helped sell the book,” 
says Mendelsund. But initial enthusiasm from the sales and mar-
ket ing departments turned to concern over whether chains 
would stock the title. A later design mimicked an e-mail window, 
with symbols standing in for the kind of ill-advised language the 
authors warn against transmitting. “There’s nothing particu larly 
arty or fantastic about it,” says Mendelsund, “but it has some-
thing that maybe makes you smile a little bit.” At the last minute, 
even those symbols made people balk, and a tamer cover made 
the cut. Mendelsund believes that the excitement of posi tioning 
the book eclipsed the wit and charm of the authors. Sales were 
disappointing. This fall, Knopf is giving Send another chance, re -
launching it with a brand-new, non-Mendulsund cover. 

Paul Sahre / Notable American Women by 
Ben Marcus / Vintage

“It’s a little like navel-gazing talking about killed work,” says 
freelance designer Paul Sahre. “It’s such a part of what you do 
that putting it out there and going, ‘See, look how great this 
was,’ or ‘Aren’t I a victim?’ is kind of terrible.’” Most of the time, 
he thinks, “you end up at some better place after something gets 
killed.” He cites as an example his initial design for Ben Marcus’s 
debut novel Notable American Women, which was released as 
a paperback original by Vintage in 2002. Marcus’s story turns 
on a group of women called the Silentists, who try to get rid of 
all emo tion by not speaking or moving. Sahre visualized this with 
stock photos of a brick and a rock. When the cover got rejected, 
he came up with a line-drawn-based design. “I’m actually very 
happy with this. Still, I look at [the original cover] again, and 
this would have been a better cover. But then that other cover 
wouldn’t have happened.” Happily, he was able to recycle 
the initial science-textbook concept to illustrate a New York 
Times op-ed column.
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Under the Covers

The Painted Book
Peter Terzian

L
ately, a handful of well-read visual art-
ists have looked to book design—spe-
cifi cally, the classic covers of the 20th 
century—as a source of raw material 
and inspiration. Some paint book 

covers straight up, carefully replicating 
type and illustration, as well as the marks of 
wear and tear on particular copies. Others 
alter existing designs or invent their own 
jackets and titles. It’s surely no coincidence 
that artists are choosing the book as a sub-
ject in this era of new reading technolo-
gies. But these paintings are too joyous and 
aff ectionate to be memento mori for the 
printed word. “I think books as objects are 
beginning to mean more to people,” says 
artist and designer Leanne Shapton. “Their 
covers and the way they look—not just their 
contents—are part of our collective histo-
ries, with references, moods, and personal 
implications all their own.”

RICHARD BAKER
A few years ago, Richard Baker revisited 
some of the dog-eared paperbacks—by 
Celine, Gide, and Henry Miller, among 
others—he had loved in his youth. “Some-
thing about the way my life progressed,” he 
says, “the existential fl avor of my twenties 
had somehow diminished.” No longer able 
to read them, he decided to paint them. In 
each of his book portraits, a secondhand 
store-quality edition from the 1960s or 

’70s is centered on a white plane and ren-
dered with creases and coff ee rings intact. 
Satiny, light-absorbing gouache makes the 
paintings “lush and deadpan at the same 
time,” he says.

For Baker, books are “pneumonic 

devices that recall whole periods of time.” 
His paintings are deeply nostalgic, and his 
viewers often describe, he says, “a sense of 
loss or a euphoric memory.” What began 
as a personal homage to his one-time 
favorites evolved into a communal project 
when friends began to suggest titles—the 
series now encompasses everything from 
a Signet paperback of “Octopussy” to a 
board book of “Good Morning, Miff y.” “I 
feel like a conduit,” he says, “allowing the 
social conversation to blossom in what 
books I’m painting.” Meanwhile, Bak-
er’s portrait sitters—the actual books he 
uses as models—keep hanging around. 

“I thought I could get rid of them once I 

painted them, but I want to keep them 
even more.”

SIMON MORLEY
Simon Morley, a British artist living in 
France, describes taking the “traditional 
road” from fi gurative to abstract painting. 

“The work got more and more minimal 
until there was nothing there,” he says. 

“I found myself falling asleep in front of 
these empty paintings.” Looking for a way 
to fi ll his canvases back up, he realized 
that a book cover shares certain affi  nities 
with a painting’s surface. “By painting a 
book cover, you could evoke the feeling of 
something that’s present, in front of you, 

“The Childermass,” 2008 “Dubliners,” 2009
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that evokes something that’s absent, the 
content inside.” The result is a ghostly 
image of a typographical book cover or 
a title page faintly legible under layers of 
monochrome acrylic. “The monochrome 
is an escape into a pure experience,” he 
says; “the language side keeps pulling 
you back to culture, implicates you in a 
history.”

 Morley groups his book paintings into 
series, many of which relate to places 
where he has displayed his work. For 
a show in the historically radical city 
of Bologna, he painted WWII-era Ital-
ian Communist Party pamphlets under 
shades of red; an exhibit in Tokyo fea-
tured Japanese novels in translation 
coated with colors drawn from Hokusai. 
Morley points to the Eastern tradition 
of incorporating text into painting, and 
hints that his attraction to Zen Buddhism 
has infl uenced his work. “I’m particularly 
interested in the Eastern idea of void and 
the full emptiness, a kind of nothing that 
is a something.”

DUNCAN HANNAH
“I’m known for a sort of romantic, slightly 
peculiar narrative painting,” says Duncan 
Hannah, a Minneapolis-born Anglophile—
his recurring subjects include vintage 
sports cars tooling around the English 
countryside, the reclusive British fi lm star 
Nova Pilbeam, and his invented group of 
adventure-book heroes, the Shipwreck 
Boys. “Most of the things I paint are things 
that I’m sort of in love with or have a desire 
for,” he says. Hannah’s collection of early 
Penguin paperbacks numbers in the hun-
dreds. “I found myself staring at how beau-
tiful they are—it’s the best graphic design 
I’ve ever seen—and thinking, I wish I could 
do something with this,” he says.

 Inspired by R. B.  Kitaj, who created 
a series of pop-art screen prints of book 
covers in the 1960s, Hannah began mak-
ing oil paintings of timeworn Penguins, 
framed head-on—a natural extension 
of his fascination with the English past. 
Having painted a number of classic Pen-
guin titles—Agatha Christie’s “The Seven 
Dials Mysteries,” Adrian Bell’s “Cordu-
roy”—Hannah has begun taking liberties. 
For an exhibition at the offi  ce of a poetry 
press, he created nonexistent Penguin 
covers for such poet friends as the late 
Joe Brainard. Hannah was recently com-
missioned to create a cover for a friend’s 
imagined memoir. Hannah’s friend told 

him, “This could be a great new industry 
for you: doing people’s portraits of the 
books they never wrote.”

LEANNE SHAPTON
Leanne Shapton’s doodly hand-drawn 
lettering has appeared in the opening 
title sequences of Noah Baumbach’s fi lms 
and on book covers for Roddy Doyle and 
Chuck Palahniuk; her sweetly primitivist 
illustrations frequently pop up on maga-
zine pages. But you can own a sample of 

Shapton’s work for a modest sum. Her 
wooden books, smooth slabs of board 
painted with made-up covers of literary 
masterpieces, are sold at John Derian, 
an eclectic New York furnishings shop. 
(Shapton is refreshingly frank about why 
she decided to make her painted books 
commercially available: “I was broke and 
needed money at the time,” she says.)

The titles Shapton chooses draw heav-
ily from English and French fi ction and 
belles lettres. “Many are books I’ve read,” 

“English Education: 1942,” from The English 
Series, 2007

“The Wild Geese,” from A Short History of Japa-
nese Fiction, 2004.

“The Great Gatsby,” 2008 “Art in England,” 2008
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she says, “many are books I want to read. 
I’m often drawn to the cadence of a title or 
the images it suggests.” Her use of bright 
colors, abstract patterns, and simple ico-
nography recalls such classic book design-
ers as Alvin Lustig, Edward Gorey, and 
Vanessa Bell. Shapton turns out roughly 
one wooden book a week, and takes cus-
tom orders through John Derian.

HARLAND MILLER
 In the early 1990s, the British artist Har-
land Miller was living in Paris, unable to 
speak French. He haunted the city’s book-
shops but, he says, “I had no idea what the 
titles were. That’s when I started making 
up my own titles.” Using the horizontal 
three-part grid from the faces of old Pen-
guin paperbacks as a template, he painted 
his own enormous book covers, swapping 
in made-up titles that related to his auto-
biography or that tweaked famous literary 
fi gures. A series that Miller refers to as 

“The Bad Weather Pictures” re-imagines 
the blue and white covers of old Pelican 
books with titles borrowed from the work-
ing-class Northern towns where he was 
raised (i.e. “Bridlington: Ninety Three Mil-
lion Miles From the Sun”). An orange and 
white Penguin cover boasts a new Ernest 
Hemingway title: “I’m So F—ing Hard.” 

“They came fi rst as a joke,” he says. “But 
the funniness is transient. The paintings 
revert to a melancholic state.” The Bad 
Weather pictures recall Turner master-

pieces, romantic, rain-washed seascapes 
complete with seabirds, the publisher’s 
colophons.

 After making Penguin-inspired paint-
ings for over a decade, Miller is moving on 
to other projects, including co-writing the 
screenplay for his 2000 novel “Slow Down 
Arthur, Stick to Thirty.” Still, he can’t stop 
coming up with titles of imaginary books. 

“It’s become a habitual mindset,” he says. 
“I’ll hear something and isolate it from a 
conversation, and it’s hard not to go and 
paint it.” Meanwhile, the chain of appro-
priation has come full circle. Penguin 
recently commissioned Miller to design 
a series of books by Edgar Allan Poe and 

writers of fairy stories—in other words, 
to create book covers based on Miller’s 
paintings of other book covers.

VICTORIA REICHELT
 Melbourne artist Victoria Reichelt says 
that her paintings—of books in piles or on 
shelves, arranged neatly or in a jumble—
present a paradox. “In a painting, books 
serve a very diff erent purpose from their 
intended function. They are purely objects 
like any others, with histories and narra-
tives of their own, quite separate from the 
text inside them.” Still, she says, the viewer 
is drawn into the painting through his or 
her affi  nity with titles, author’s names, 
and illustrations.

 Reichelt’s earliest book paintings are 
of tattered vintage editions. Represented 
singly or in arrangements of four or fi ve 
against pristine white backgrounds, they 
emphasize the books’ history and fra-
gility. More recently, her paintings of 

An assortment of painted wooden books. Cour-
tesy John Derian.

“Dirty Northern Bastard,” 2009. Photographer: 
Stephen White. Courtesy White Cube

“Possession Obsession,” 2008

“Spectrum,” 2009
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shelves packed cheek-by-jowl with vol-
umes pitched at precarious angles draw 
attention to our ambivalent relationship 
with the physical book. (“I listen to a lot 
of audiobooks,” she admits, “as I can do 
this while I paint.”) For her 2008 exhibi-
tion “Bibliomania,” she made oil-on-linen 

“portraits” of fellow Australian artists by 
painting their personal libraries. Each 
collection, she says, reveals the artist’s 
interests and inspirations. For her latest 
project, Reichelt has pushed the book 
toward pure abstraction. Last fall, she 
exhibited a series of bookcase paintings 
modeled on Piet Mondrian’s networks 
of primary color; each shelf is fi lled with 
books that share the same color spine. 

“The titles and what they represent are no 
longer the focus,” she explains; “rather, 
they act as structural tools in a bigger 
picture.”

ROULA PARTHENIOU
Roula Partheniou calls her book paint-
ings “decoys.” The Toronto artist recreates 
the covers of works as diverse as “To Kill 
a Mockingbird” and Heidegger’s “The 
Question of Being” on small, pre-stretched 
canvases. She then exhibits them sculp-

turally, in a stack on a coff ee table or in 
a row on a bookshelf. “Frequently,” she 
says, “people think the books are real and 
actually pick them up.”

 Partheniou began the series—which 
she calls “Handmade Readymade,” a nod 
to Duchamp—by collecting books with 
intriguing titles or graphic imagery and 
hoarding them in her studio. She soon 
began to make associations between them. 
For a work that she named “Nothing to 
Infi nity,” for instance, she created a pile of 
painted books with titles like “Infi nity in 
Your Pocket” and “The Theory of Absence.” 

“I have stacks and stacks of books that I 
have bought but have yet to paint because 
I am still hoping to fi nd their mates,” she 
says. In a recent installation, she repur-
posed a library’s new release display case 
with her own trompe-l’oeil paintings; each 
was a copy of a book with an arrow as part 
of the cover art. She arranged the books so 
that the arrows form a pattern that directs 
the viewer’s eye around the case. Almost 
exclusively Partheniou paints books that 
she hasn’t read. “I think it’s key to the 
project that I judge a book by its cover,” 
she says. “Occasionally, I get drawn in, 
of course.”

“Art and Sociology,” 2009

“Nothing to Infinity,” 2008
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M
y first romance novels were 
Rosemary Rogers’s “Sweet Sav-
age Love” and its steamy sequel, 

“Dark Fires.” It didn’t take long 
for me to devour the glamorous 

Sidney Sheldon canon, which included 
“The Other Side of Midnight,” “A Stranger 
in the Mirror,” and “Bloodline.” And then, 
like every other teenage girl, it was good-
bye romance, hello Sylvia Plath.

I don’t know if my tawdry Sheldon 
tomes are the equivalent of today’s popu-
lar teen fi ction. I’ve never read the “Twi-
light” series, but my sister recalls not see-
ing my niece for an entire summer as she 
holed up in her room with Bella, Edward, 
and that kid with the big muscles.

My thick 1970s paperbacks were pretty 
sexy, with lots of heaving breasts and stir-
ring manhoods. Such weighty volumes 
made me feel like a grown up—I was daz-
zled by tales of passion, power, and greed. 
Wasn’t that what adults liked?

Claire Brown knows a lot about love. She 
designs romance novel covers as part of her 
job at Hachette Publishing Group—for its 
Forever imprint—and she’s got a passion 
for, well, passion. (Sorry, I had to say it.)

“I used to steal my mom’s Danielle Steel 
novels,” Brown says. “My friends and I 
traded Judith Krantz novels, with all the 

‘good parts’ highlighted. We were ten. Our 
mothers were not amused.”

The design of the romance genre is 
driven by sales, but the formula works. 

“There are constraints in how much we 
can deviate without alienating the reader,” 
Brown says. “Familiarity in typeface and 
painterly style reassures the reader that 

this book is what you think it is going to 
be, and you are going to love it.

“With that said, there are an infi nite 
number of design problems that need 
to be solved within the constraints of a 
romance cover. The canvas is very small 
and the typography and setting are grand. 
A knowledge of history and classical art, 
architecture, and furnishings is important. 
We have a library of classical art books, 
contemporary high fashion, architecture, 
and interior design. I take fi eld trips to the 
Met for inspiration.”

TARTAN RULES
Fun fact: Kilts sell books. And clearly, so 
do chiseled abs.

“I love the ‘Devil in a Kilt’ cover,” Brown 
says. “John DeSalvo is a very popular 
model. He has done over 1,500 romance 
and sci-fi  covers in his career. This book 
was published over ten years ago, and 
it is still selling. One of the fi rst things 
I learned when I started doing this is 
kilts sell books! Who knew? Actually, the 
more plaid you can get on there the better. 
Lately, it has been male torsos and beauti-

The Seduction of 
Romance-Novel Design
Gail Anderson
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ful dresses that really grab the historical-
romance fan.”

In exploring the various romance 
categories, an unusual one popped up 
that I just had to ask about: paranormal 
romance.

SPOOKY (YET BUFF)
“Paranormal romance can mean a lot 
of diff erent things,” Brown says. “Vam-
pires and demons, parallel universes and 
futuristic settings. But something that is 
a part of all paranormal romance is that 
our heroes and heroines must face and 
overcome tremendous, sometimes life-
altering, earth-shattering obstacles in the 
name of love. It’s the ultimate expression 
of love conquering all. And I personally 
think that part of the reason people con-
nect with paranormal romance is because 

often the characters are outsiders, and 
people can relate to the way that feels.”

Brown came to New York City with a 
bachelor’s degree in english literature 
from Tulane University. She quickly 
became a student at the Art Students 
League, studying painting and drawing. 

“I decided, given my interests, I’d like 
a job in the art department of a book 
publisher,” she says. “I sent my résumé 
to every publisher in town and waited 
and waited.

“Finally, Jackie Meyer, the creative 
director for Warner Books, called me in. 
She was looking for an executive assis-
tant, but also someone to mentor. Within 
three years, I was the art director of a 
book imprint. I started on the romance 
genre when I assisted Diane Luger, execu-
tive art director for mass market. Anne 

Twomey, who came in as creative director 
after Jackie, was also a great inspiration. 
She’d done romance for years at several 
publishing houses, and has a reservoir 
of knowledge and respect for the genre.

“I realized that, while I wanted to work 
on other kinds of projects, I felt a con-
nection to the romances and didn’t want 
to stop working on them—it has been 13 
years now.”

ABOUT GAIL ANDERSON
Gail Anderson is a graphic designer, educator, 
and writer. She is co-author of several books with 
Steven Heller, and is still in search of the perfect 
curly hair gel (for her, not Steve). Gail was the 
senior art director at Rolling Stone, and creative 
director of design at SpotCo. She has taught at 
the School of Visual Arts for over 20 years.
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Under the Covers

T
o commemorate the 75th anniver-
sary of Penguin Books, art director 
Paul Buckley chose 75 book covers 
to investigate the design process 
behind each one. What worked 

and what didn’t? What did the designer 
or illustrator think? What did the author 
think? These questions are all collected 
in “Penguin 75,” a book I wrote about in 
the current edition of Print.

Buckley, who is admittedly averse to 
interviews in person or via phone, was gra-
cious enough to answer some of my ques-
tions via email about this new collection, 
which took him several years to compile. I 
hope to make this a regular monthly Five 
Questions column for “Imprint.”

Growing up, were you taken aback by Penguin 
book designs? What was the first cover that 
caught your eye?
I honestly cannot say that I had any 
Penguin moments as a child—until the 
age of 13 my reading consisted solely of 
science fi ction and anything on biology. 
Though I do remember my fi rst book cover 
eureka moment … I was 12 and we had just 
moved into my stepmother’s house, and 
everything was new to me. Upon explor-
ing the garage I came upon a huge open 
box full of pulp books from the ’50s. They 
really grabbed me and I remember going 
through them one by one. There were eas-
ily 300 books in this box that probably held 
the washer or dryer; each cover was more 
insanely fabulous than the next. Not long 
after, no doubt to make space, that box was 
thrown out without much thought, which 
makes me nuts to think about. 

I fantasize that if I had those books 
today, I’d somehow create a wall with 
them, maybe behind a sheet of plexiglas 
that goes edge to edge, fl oor to ceiling, and 
just stare at this beautifully odd spectacle 
of books.

As a designer, what was it about Penguin pa-
perbacks that drew you in initially, before 
you started working for the company?
In this regard, my path was an incred-
ibly lucky one. I was working as both a 
freelance illustrator and designer and 
had just come back from a three-month 
trip through Central America and was 
looking for something steady just long 
enough to get my fi nances back in shape. 
Through a sister of a friend, I landed an 
interview at New American Library (NAL) 
and was immediately hired as a junior 
mass-market designer. In the next room 
over, they were doing trade books, and 
that felt like a much better fi t to me. The 
art director took a liking to me, and two 
months later, hired me to work on the 
Dutton and Plume imprints. 

Soon after I started, NAL merged with 
Penguin, and the Penguin art director 
inherited me. He rapidly shook off  these 
new employees, but I was tenacious and 
put up with everything he threw at me 
and was the only one that clung on—and 
I’m still here. 

So to answer your question, like much 
in life, I just wound up here; but once I 
did, I very quickly realized what an amaz-
ing place I was in, and I was not leaving. 
No publishing house has the cachet that 
Penguin does, and that was very hard-

earned on their part. We do the best books 
and embrace great art and design and the 
people working on this imprint are won-
derful and smart and funny. I was simply 
extremely lucky.

How did the idea for “Penguin 75” come to-
gether? How hard was it to narrow the book 
down to 75 selections?
I am very aware of how much product gets 
put out there that is completely unneces-
sary, be it music, movies, books, what-
ever—it seems that for every good piece of 
culture we experience, we are bombarded 
with 99 pieces of redundant crap. I’ve been 
in the industry for awhile, and of course 
want to show off  the great work we do here, 
but was not going to put out yet another 
design book and take your money—you 

Five Questions with 
Paul Buckley, 
Penguin Art Director
J.C. Gabel
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can get that in any annual. To me, often 
more interesting than the covers are the 
stories, the psychology that created all the 
variables that led to this cover over the 
20 other proposed covers. So with that in 
mind, I thought it would be a great idea to 
have the designer or artist and the author 

comment on the same cover and what they 
had to go through to get there.

This is a book that has never been done 
before, and it will appeal to a broader 
audience than your regular design-book-
buying crowd. Anyone interested in art 
and literature will enjoy this. I pitched 

the idea to Penguin’s publisher, Kathryn 
Court, and she liked the idea so much that 
she asked me to put it on the fast track and 
complete it in time for our 75th anniver-
sary. Which I did, but it almost killed me! 
Hence the 75 in the title. 

Yes, it was very hard to narrow it down 
to 75 covers—extremely difficult. You 
must fi nd not only the best covers, but 
also the best stories and the best authors 
and artists who are willing to participate. 
To have all these amazing people give me 
quotes for the book was truly amazing 
and so much work to gather and edit, and 
curate, but I’m very glad I went through 
it. I learned a ton and have a product I’m 
very proud of.

Was it easier or harder than you thought it 
would be make this book work?
It was so much harder than I thought … 
it was insanely hard. Some authors were 
too busy, would say “ok” and then not 
return emails, or gave me comments on 
the wrong book. Some editors refused to 
ask certain authors or to let me ask them. 
Some contributors simply had nothing 
interesting to say or would not discuss the 
problems they may have had with their 
cover due to fears of insulting the designer 
or author or publisher, etc.—even though 

Illustrator: Lilli Carre; designer: Paul Buckley Designer/illustrator: Sammy Harkham

Illustrator/designer: Ruben Toledo Illustrator: Tomer Hanuka; designers: 
Paul Buckley, Tomer Hanuka
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they were told repeatedly to let it fl y, that’s 
what the book is about.

On average, what percentage of the initial 
cover designs are rejected by the author, 
editor or publisher of the project? As the 
art director for a lot of these titles, would 
you say you’re usually happy with the com-
promises that are made on both ends to 
end up with the best, most viable cover for 
said book?
There is no average. It’s mostly an edi-
tor-to-editor thing. Some truly get the 
creative process and respect that a great 
cover can be the fi rst impulse, whereas I 
have one editor who cannot be satisfi ed 
till every angle has been explored, every 
stone turned over, and until you hate every 
project you do together. On the author 
side, you can have authors whose work 
you just love, but they just don’t enjoy your 
aesthetic and force you into a cover you 
are not proud of. And then there are those 
that love everything you do, so at the end 
of the day, it all balances out. Within the 
Penguin imprint though, we do pretty well, 
as everyone is extremely supportive of 
good design and respects the marketing 
value of distinctive covers on the books. 

I’d say we have a 50/50 batting average 
right out of the gate, which is pretty good. 

To be a book designer, you need a very 
thick skin or the rejections on work you 
are proud of can really wear you down. 
Yes, I am generally happy with the com-
promises—a book is a collaborative eff ort 
where many have things at stake, and all 
involved want it to do well. When you see 
a book where the designer left his or her 

credit off , that is an example of where the 
compromises spun out of control.

ABOUT J.C. GABEL
J.C. Gabel is the founding editor and publisher 
of STOP SMILING magazine, and now edits and 
publishes books under the moniker, STOP SMIL-
ING BOOKS. He also writes regularly for Wallpa-
per and Bookforum, and lives in Chicago. Photo: 
David Black

Designer: Jesse Marinoff Reyes; 
illustrator: Riccardo Vecchio

Illustrator: Jason

Illustrator/designer: Ruben Toledo Illustrator/designer: Ruben Toledo
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W
hile cataloging my home library 
over the holiday break, I found 
myself wondering who had 
designed some of my favorite 
book covers. I made notes to 

myself in series of notebooks. When I tal-
lied up my fi nal list, it turned out that at 
least half of them were designed by Megan 
Wilson.

For the better part of 20 years, Ms. Wil-
son has worked as associate art director 
at Vintage/Random House, re-imagining 
what is possible with paperback book 
design. Originally from New York, Wilson 
grew up in England, which has played a 
pivotal role in forming her design aes-
thetic and brainstorming process. The 
majority of the titles she works on are lit-
erary classics, giving Wilson the liberty 
to work free of the usual sell lines and 
author blurbs that clutter the covers of 
many paperbacks.

Her “alter ego,” as she refers to it, is her 
blog “Ancient Industries,” which presents 
domestic “living + extinct” artwork, photo-
graphs and objects, some of which can be 
purchased through the online store of the 
same name. Coupled with her book blog, 

“My Book Covers,” Wilson’s two-pronged 
online presence off ers design outsiders 
like me, an insight into her inquisitive eye 
and decidedly anglophile tastes.

She was gracious enough to participate 
in this month’s Five Questions segment.

You have several blogs that dovetail nicely 
with one another. Scrolling through the “My 
Book Covers” blog, I feel as if I’m able to glean 
some insight into how you work creatively, 

searching out visual cues for book cover de-
signs. Tell me about the “Ancient Industries” 
and “Potted Histories” sites and how they 
became your alter-egos? 
I started the blog because it took so long 
for the retail site, which I had designed to 
be programmed. The idea was suggested 
by a friend. I resisted for a long time until I 
realized it could be done with just pictures 
and very few words. The images are very 
carefully chosen and I hope speak volumes. 
So many traditional domestic objects are 
timeless and completely contemporary 
when presented in a fresh way. I try to 

think this way when using fi ne art on my 
book covers also. “Potted Histories” con-
cerns itself only with companies that I 
work with that are doing very well despite 
the pressure to manufacture more cheaply 
abroad. These stories are more wordy than 
the blog because they are ripping yarns 
and I want to pay tribute to these inspiring 
companies, to whom I am grateful.

When we moved to England in 1972, my 
mother was so excited at being in Europe 
that she traveled a lot, usually without us 
kids. Being traditionally minded herself 
and one of the great shoppers of all time, 

Five Questions for 
Vintage Art Director/
Designer Megan Wilson
J.C. Gabel
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she brought back a lot of gifts for nobody 
in particular which she kept in a drawer. 
The drawer might contain yellow leather 
slippers from Morocco, little badges of 
Lenin as a baby from Russia or untreated 
wooden Dutch clogs. Everything at home 
was very carefully selected because she 
put style above all else. When I moved 
to New York I continued this pack mule 
tradition. The shop evolved as a response 
to the needs of myself and others. I hoped 
it might help ease my constant pang for 
England and Europe. It has, to an extent.

You look to the past to brainstorm for new 
ideas. I know this is common among design-
ers, but yours is intrinsically British. Do you 
miss England? How long have you been in 
New York City? 
This will be my 20th year in New York 
so I am technically more American than 
English. However, my accent is English, 

my clothes are English, I eat Marmite and 
my cultural references are English. I lived 
there for the 20 formative years. I live with 
the painter Duncan Hannah who was a 
serious Anglophile long before he met 
me, and he has a formidable knowledge 
of British art between the wars. He has 
an amazing library and helps me quite a 
bit when I have something in mind but 
don’t know how to fi nd it. I use fi ne art 
more than the average cover designer and 
that is probably because of Duncan and 
a love of art history at school. There is so 
much out there that is brilliant and totally 
forgotten or unknown; a goldmine if one 
knows where to fi nd it.

When I first wrote to you, you wrote back 
something that made me laugh out loud: ‘I 
started in publishing when it was a really 
good secret, and everybody else was going 
into the packaging of soap powders etc.’ If 

you’re comfortable doing so, could you pro-
vide some anecdotal context? 
I went to St Martins School of Art in 
London, and because of its reputation 
and central location a lot of important 
designers came to the degree show every 
year with job off ers. My fellow students 
were scooped up by famous packaging 
companies; they worked in smart con-
verted warehouses with wooden fl oors 
with lots of matte black and chrome (this 
was the late 80s). There was a lot of swan-
ning about. When I looked at what they 
were designing I was aghast; one friend 
was really excited because she was being 
allowed to re-design the boxes for Lil-Let 
(a British tampon). I went for an interview 
at Secker & Warburg, a publisher based 
in Poland Street, Soho. It was in an old 
Georgian house haphazardly converted 
into offi  ces and the art director, Peter Dyer, 
was working in the garden shed at the end 
of a fl ag stoned path. His shed was full of 
books, and littered about were beautiful 
collages and photographs by emerging 
artists he had discovered at degree shows. 
It was one of the most important moments 
of my life and I fell in love with all of it.

Do you have a favorite book cover you de-
signed in the last few years? 
I am very partial to the Vintage Classics 
series because I have more of an edito-
rial input on these than the usual, which 
includes suggesting some of the books, 
e.g. Fitzgerald, Chaucer, Forster and 
Twain. Because of who the authors are, 
they require no explanation; no author of 
or prize winner lines and no quotes. No 
authors to complain or send in their own 
bits of art. No grid other than the little 
bunting triangles on the spine. There is 
no reason why classics should all be set up 
with an identical panel accompanied by a 
dark and deadly sombre painting. It was 
great fun with Jane Austen to turn to the 
fashion illustrations of the time, which are 
witty and sophisticated and above all, light.

The other joy of last year was working 
on all things Mitford. We acquired several 
books from the Nancy Mitford backlist, 
which was catnip to me, having been a 
Mitford Maniac for years. She is a sophis-
ticated writer but has always had cartoon-
ish covers in England so I tried to redress 
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that. The novels are very autobiographical, 
and Nancy was a slave to fashion at the 
time when fashion was fashion, so who 
better to pose for the covers than Nancy 
herself. I tried to use only photographs 
that had never been published before. I 
was also lucky enough to design the last 
surviving Mitford sister, Deborah Mit-
ford’s memoir, published this year at age 
90. She put me up at the inn at their child-
hood village in the Cotswolds and we got 
to know each other a bit through various 
projects. The one thing better than dead 
authors is living authors who one admires.

What is one thing that most people (includ-
ing your close friends and work colleagues) 
might not know about you (and that you’re 
comfortable sharing in this forum)?
Despite appearances, I am a product 
of Coney Island. When I was born, my 
identical twin had been rather greedy in 
the womb so I was put in an incubator 
for three weeks. When the incubator was 
invented in the late 19th century it was 
not taken seriously by the medical world. 
So in order to prove that they worked, a 
doctor set up a permanent exhibition of 
incubated babies in Luna Park. This was 
so popular another exhibit was opened 
across Surf Avenue at Dreamland. The 
two exhibitions ran for years before the 
incubators were taken out of the fun fair 
and placed in the hospital.

If that weren’t enough, my grandparents 
met at Coney Island in the late 20s. Per-
haps, I’d like to think, whilst looking at the 
babies, on their way to the Bearded Lady.

ABOUT J.C. GABEL
J.C. Gabel is the founding editor and publisher 
of STOP SMILING magazine, and now edits and 
publishes books under the moniker, STOP SMIL-
ING BOOKS. He also writes regularly for Wallpa-
per and Bookforum, and lives in Chicago. Photo: 
David Black
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F
ive years ago, Penguin Books 
launched the “Great Ideas” series, 
which excerpted world-changing 
works of philosophy and belle 
lettres packaged as pocket-sized 

paperbacks. The typographic covers, 
designed by David Pearson, then a recent 
graduate of Central Saint Martin’s College 
of Art and Design in London, were noth-
ing short of dazzling, with lettering con-
temporaneous with the classic contents 
debossed on a pristine white background. 
The series helped to usher in a new era of 
Penguin design and brought new attention 
to British book design.

Pearson has gone on to design three 
more rounds of “Great Ideas”titles for 

Penguin, as well as such spin-off  series 
as “Great Journeys” (travel writing) and 

“Great Loves” (short love stories) and a 
nifty line of “Popular Classics,” thrift edi-
tions with minimalist covers that sell for 
two quid each. Last year, he left a full-time 
position on the Penguin design team to 
start his own fi rm. (He still keeps his hand 
in with his former employer: a new set of 
Great Ideas was released in August.)

One of his newest projects is “White’s 
Books,” a boutique publisher of deluxe 
hardcover editions of classic works of lit-
erature. The bright, colorful covers are 
the handiwork of some legendary con-
temporary illustrators, including Radio-
head cover artist Stanley Donwood’s 

take on “Treasure Island” (above), textile 
designer and Hockney muse Celia Birt-
well’s “Wuthering Heights,” and Pearson’s 
own edition of Shakespeare’s sonnets and 
poems. The publisher released its fi rst four 
titles were released last year, and expects 
to produce about eight titles a year. The 
company is also hoping to tie up a deal 
with a US distributor quite soon.

White’s Books is currently preparing 
to release new editions of “Emma” (illus-
trated by Amy Gibson, above) and a selec-
tion of Sherlock Holmes tales (illustrated 
by Michael Kirkham, below). We recently 
exchanged emails with Pearson as he was 
redesigning backlist titles for Cormac 
McCarthy.

Interview with David Pearson
Peter Terzian

Cover and spine for “Treasure Island,” pub-
lished by White’s Books. Illustrated by Stanley 
Donwood.

Cover for “Emma,” published by White’s Books. 
Illustrated by Amy Gibson.

Cover for a collection of “Sherlock Holmes” 
stories, published by White’s Books. Illustrated 
by Michael Kirkham.
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Can you describe your role at White’s Books?
White’s Books is currently two people: 
[publisher] Jonathan Jackson and myself. 
This is largely to reduce start-up costs but 
also so we can focus on the detailing of 
our books and make sure the small num-
ber of titles we produce are created to 

the highest possible standards. I always 
intended my main role within White’s 
Books to be that of a commissioner. First 
and foremost, I wanted to employ illus-
trators that I admire and—for very self-
ish reasons—have always wanted to work 
with. My skill-base very rarely extends to 

illustration and, even then, I wouldn’t 
say it’s a particular strength. So once the 
cover grid was decided on it felt right to 
send the real work out of the door. This 
may well be wishful thinking but I think 
we off er a genuinely attractive brief, if not 
simply because the only people to approve 
the work are Jonathan and myself. We 
are also in the unique position to ask our 
illustrators to work up something to the 
point where they are happy, thus remov-
ing many of the obstacles found in trade 
publishing.

What’s your vision for White’s Books?
Due to the arrival of eBooks, many proph-
esied the death of the printed word, but 
we see it as an opportunity to turn the 
spotlight back on the traditional methods 
of book production and to luxuriate in the 
craft and tactility of the physical book and 
the printed page. It’s lovely to be designing 
with longevity in mind as we aim to create 
objects that will be retained and cherished 
by their readers.

How would you describe the White’s Books 
aesthetic?
Our general look consists of a non-repeat-
ing pattern that has a certain narrative 

Cover of Leo Tolstoy’s “The Kreutzer Sonata,” 
published as part of Penguin’s Great Loves 
series.

Cover of Albert Camus’s “The Myth of Sisyphus,” 
published as part of Penguin’s Great Ideas series.

Cover of Soren Kierkegaard’s “The Seducer’s 
Diary,” published as part of Penguin’s Great 
Loves series.

Cover of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s “Nature,” as 
part of Penguin’s Great Ideas series.

Cover of Sigmund Freud’s “Deviant Love,” pub-
lished as part of Penguin’s Great Loves series.
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fl ow to it. We are in a position to off er the 
entire cover to our illustrators and I am 
interested to see how their artwork shifts 
as it deals with three diff erent surfaces—
back, spine and front cover. The fi nishes 
applied to our covers are very traditional 
and lend themselves to a certain kind of 
mark making, so where possible, we urge 
our illustrators to adopt similarly tradi-
tional methods to generate their artwork. 
For example, Petra Börner produced a 
paper cut illustration for us, Joe McLaren 
worked in scraper board, and Stanley 
Donwood worked in lino—all mediums 
that correlate with the very defi ned marks 
of foil blocking. We give our illustrators 
approximately a month to create fi nal 
artwork. We then wrap it around a cloth-
bound case, printing with a combination 
of PMS colors and foil blocking. Internally, 
illustrative endpapers and a decorative 
title page are joined by a rather unusual 
text setting method rarely seen in the last 
hundred years. Each right-hand page 
sports what is known as a catchword: a 
hanging word that provides the opening 
of the following page. We believe that this 
aids the fl ow of reading, especially when 
using a larger, heavy page with a slow turn-
ing rate.

Does your work at White’s allow you to ex-
plore areas of design that you weren’t able 
to at Penguin?
Since the cover artwork is farmed out, I 
am aff orded the time to revisit my original 
occupation—that of text designer. Setting 
books is a wonderfully calming and non-
competitive profession. In fact, I seldom 
receive any kind of critical feedback for 
my work unless, of course, it is done badly. 
The same cannot be said for cover design, 
for which every man and his dog seem to 
have an opinion. As with any job, varia-
tion is the key to a happy and prolonged 
working life and my time with White’s 
defi nitely helps provide that.

Can you tell me about the work you do for 
Éditions Zulma? Very few of the authors in 
the series are known to American readers, 
and I’m wondering if you can explain what 
kind of books these are.
Éditions Zulma are known for publishing 
fairly progressive works of contemporary 
fi ction and as with most French paperback 
books, they retail at a fairly lofty €15–20.

How does the design complement the texts? 
Pattern-based covers feel like a good fi t 
for works of fi ction. I really struggle with 

the idea that book covers should have a 
distinct voice. In many ways I think a book 
cover should do no more than titillate, 
leaving the blurb—and reader—to do the 
rest. I don’t think it should be down to 
me to reveal what the chief protagonist 
looks like, nor to imbue a piece of pho-
tography with a meaning for which it was 
never intended. Typographic or pattern-
led covers challenge the reader to project 
meaning onto them, which feels entirely 
more sympathetic and—luckily for me—
the French publishing industry seems to 
embrace quietly suggestive cover designs.

Penguin just released the fourth “Great 
Ideas” series. How has the design of the se-
ries evolved over time?
Speaking from my own perspective I’d say 
that I’ve loosened up as a designer. Look-
ing at my earlier eff orts I think I was rather 
inhibited and it wasn’t until I brought in 
Phil Baines that I could see the true size 
of the project’s potential. Phil added pace 
and variety through his very bold, expres-
sive designs and this made me realize that 
I too could let my hair down a little. 

Many of your designs are for books that are 
produced in series. Does working with titles 

Cover of George Orwell’s “Decline of the English 
Murder,” published as part of Penguin’s Great 
Ideas series.

Cover of George Orwell’s “Why I Write,” pub-
lished as part of Penguin’s Great Ideas series.

Cover of Edward Gibbon’s “The Christians, and 
the Fall of Rome,” published as part of Penguin’s 
“Great Ideas” series.
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in a series complement your personality?
I’d probably put this down to my text 
design background. When I embark on a 
setting job, I tend to make decisions based 
on the accommodation of variables. For 
example, when settling on a heading style, 
I would have to consider both the largest 
and smallest heading lengths before creat-
ing a style for the common—rather than 
the specifi c—good. This approach can 
quickly become habitual and has resulted 
in my often creating overarching frame-
works within which to work. It is true that 
my working life has been fi lled with series 
designs. I certainly enjoy developing them, 
but I would also hope there exists a prevail-
ing typographic theme as this is my main 
area of interest. 

How does American book cover design differ 
from British book cover design? Do you find 
that your covers translate here in the States?
I’m not often approached by US publish-
ers so I would deduce that my work is 
better suited to a European market. The 
lion’s share of my work currently comes 
from England, France and Germany. But 

there is certainly a vibrancy to contempo-
rary U.S. cover design, which is increas-
ingly leaning towards more cerebral solu-
tions, much like those common in the 
British market in the early 1960s. Para-
doxically, British book design seems to 
be embracing a form of pulp realism not 
dissimilar from the newsstand-friendly 
U.S. jackets of the same period. Perhaps 
the recent resurgence of forward-thinking 
independent booksellers has aided this 
change in the States, while in Britain, 
trade publishing seems to be increasingly 
governed by large supermarkets with a 
leaning towards the lowest common 
denominator.

What single book cover that you’ve designed 
are you most proud of?
An op-arty cover for the French publisher 
Zulma, for a book (above) titled “Com-
ment va la douleur?” It was one of my fi rst 
for the company, and I remember feeling 
incredibly liberated by the freedom they 
aff orded me. More crucially perhaps, it 
didn’t take me very long and so I didn’t 
have time to develop a deep loathing for 

it. Also, the author, Pascal Garnier, kissed 
my hand and did a little bow when we met 
recently. That felt really good.

Besides White’s Books, what other projects 
are you working on at the moment?
At the minute, I’m busy repackaging all 
of Cormac McCarthy’s novels for Pica-
dor [UK]. They’re shaping up to be typo-
graphic covers so I’m very happy. It’s also 
nice to be working with a living author 
for once! 

What do you do when you’re not designing?
For years I have been an avid book collec-
tor and have recently been applying the 
same rigorous application to a collection 
of single-malt whisky. I’m also a football 
fan but unfortunately support the worst 
team in the league, Grimsby Town. Like 
almost everyone in England, I used to be 
a semi-professional footballer but gave up 
when I realized I would never be anything 
more. That said, should my team plummet 
through the divisions at their current rate 
I should be in line for a call-up in the not-
too-distant future.
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A
s the author of a memoir and editor 
of a few anthologies that feature 
some of today’s most prominent 
writers, Sean Manning knows 
something about the book busi-

ness. In May 2012, he started “Talking 
Covers,” a fascinating site dedicated to 
telling the stories about how book covers 
come to be, soliciting commentary from 
authors, photographers and designers. 
On March 2, Manning will be at The Last 
Bookstore in Los Angeles, chatting with 
Jonathan Lethem, as well as some of the 
designers who have worked on Lethem’s 
covers. Manning was kind enough to 
answer a few questions via email.

You started “Talking Covers” in May 2012, 
using your memoir as the first example of 
how authors try to work with publishers’ cov-
er designers. Was the experience of seeing 
the cover of your first book take shape the 
impetus for the site, or did your interest in 
this intersection of writing and design exist 
beforehand? 
Publishing the memoir defi nitely made me 
more appreciative of and curious about 
cover design. But mainly, I started the 
blog in response to eBooks. I used to be 
really anti-eBook. I even edited an anthol-
ogy in defense of print books. But I’ve 
come around — anything that gets people 
reading more. And I think the new format 
could change storytelling in a lot of really 
exciting ways.

But I do worry that if bookstores go 
extinct, so will the experience of pick-
ing up some random book just because 
of the cover. I’ve discovered so many of 

my favorite books and authors that way. 
That’s how I fi rst got into Joan Didion. I 
was 21 and found a fi rst edition of “Play It 
As It Lays” — hot pink and orange with a 
big, black snake. I didn’t know who Did-
ion was, but that cover was so cool I had 
to read it. It’d be shitty to lose that. So I 
started the blog to help show how impor-
tant book cover design is and how much 
work goes into it. These things aren’t just 
tossed off  in fi ve minutes. It’s truly an art. 
Getting comments from the authors was 
essential. There’ve been a few blogs that 
discussed covers with designers, like The 
New Yorker’s short-lived “Under Cover.” 
But getting the authors to weigh-in shows 
how important cover design is to them, 
too — how much they value the way their 
work is presented to the world. I will say, 
when it comes to eBooks, most designers 
I’ve talked to are excited about the chal-
lenge. They think having to come up with 
something eye-catching for an Amazon 
or iBookstore thumbnail will lead to a lot 
more experimentation and innovation.

There’s no shortage of internet depositories 
for thoughts about books and design, but 

“Talking Covers” hits this sweet spot where 
authors share their experiences of partici-
pating in the cover design process. You’re 
lucky to have corresponded with many high-
profile authors and designers. Do you think 
that publishers are more open to hearing out 
an author’s idea if that author has a notable 
track record?
I can’t speak for all designers, but the 
sense I get is that most are welcoming 
of feedback from authors, regardless of 

their track record. They appreciate how 
many years of hard work that the author 
has put into his or her book, and ideally 
they want the author to approve. But most 
of the time, the fi nal cover isn’t up to the 
designer. The publisher and editor and 
creative director and marketing depart-
ment all have some say. That’s one of the 
more fun and fascinating things about 
the blog — getting to see rejected comps. 
It’s pretty awesome to see the evolution 
of John Gall’s design for Jim Shepard’s 
story collection “Like You’d Understand, 
Anyway.” Even when Gall settles on the 

An Interview with 
Talking Covers 
Founder Sean Manning
Buzz Poole
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right image, there’s still the size and font 
type to fi gure out. It’s crazy that the sub-
tlest change to a cover gives it an entirely 
diff erent impression.

Speaking of the Shephard book, in terms of 
the real nuts and bolts of book publishing 
design, that’s one of the most informative 
posts. First published by the Random House 
imprint Knopf, featuring an incredibly rec-
ognizable cover by Jason Booher, Gall had 
to follow-up with a new cover for the Vintage 
edition. His task was further complicated 
by the fact that this book was nominated 
for a National Book Award, meaning the cov-
er design would have to accommodate a 
silver medallion to announce the prize nomi-
nation. Gall told you, “Award-winning books 
are the best thing that can happen to a book 

— for the writer, the publisher, the company 
— for everyone except the art department. 
That sweet medallion has messed up many 
wonderful designs.” What are some of the 
other real practical issues that arise when 
it comes to designing a book cover, both 
from the author’s perspective and the 
publisher’s?
I think blurbs are really interesting. 

Sometimes they don’t come in until after 
the cover is ready, and then the whole 
thing has to be changed to fi t the blurb. 
That’s why I really love the cover of Shani 
Boianjiu’s “The People of Forever Are Not 
Afraid.” Almost always, a book by a debut 
author features a blurb on the cover, to 
help give it more credibility. But Boian-
jiu’s novel doesn’t have one and I think it 
makes the cover so much more intriguing.

Heidi Julavits’s The Vanishers strikes me as 
an interesting case study in that both the 
author and designer, Doubleday’s Emily 
Mahon, were both a bit out of their comfort 
zones, but the end result, a striking floral 
collage, or, in Julavits’s words, “STD man on 
acid cover,” thrilled everyone. Mahon admit-
ted to you that typically she doesn’t have 
lots of contact with an author, but Julavits 
had loads of ideas and even got Mahon to 
visit the Alexander McQueen exhibit at the 
Met.  ”It’s the first book cover I’ve had that 
made me proud of my book — I was honestly 
more proud of what I’d written BECAUSE of 
that cover. I was proud that my book had in-
spired such a talented designer to create 
this mesmerizing visual representation,” 

Julavits confessed. Have you found it to be 
true that the authors and designers get 
along well because ostensibly they both 
have the best interest of the book in mind? 
Or can authors be too close to it and lose 
sight of marketing concerns? 
Heidi’s and Emily’s working relation-
ship is pretty rare. Most designers have 
limited communication — if any — with 
the authors. I was never in touch with my 
memoir‘s cover designer, Nupoor Gordon. 
My editor showed me a couple designs and 
I gave feedback to him and he passed it 
along. That’s one of the things I love most 
about the blog, that it gives designers a 
chance to hear what the authors have to 
say and vice versa. Just as I’ve found most 
designers welcoming of author feedback, 
I’ve found most authors willing to defer to 
the designer and publisher when it comes 
to the fi nal cover. As Rick Moody wrote, 

“I see my role as being the guy who makes 
the interior of the books. Therefore, it is 
important for me to try to stay out the 
jacket discussion, unless I really love what 
is on there, or if I am so unhappy that 
I think I will not be able to let go of my 
feelings.”
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P
ublishers routinely outfit their 
backlist titles—the books that have 
been kicking around for years but 
still sell—with new jackets, hoping 
that an updated design will keep a 

classic book afl oat in an easily distracted 
market. But Vintage Books has done some-
thing altogether diff erent with the works 
of Vladimir Nabokov, timed to coincide 
with the posthumous release of his last, 
unfi nished book, “The Original of Laura.”

Vintage art director John Gall asked a 
roster of jacket designers to create new 
covers for the twenty-one Nabokov titles 

that the company publishes, including 
such masterworks as “Lolita,” “Pale Fire,” 
and “Pnin.” (The existing Nabokov design 
scheme dates back to the late 1980s.) Gall 
gave the designers one stipulation: each 
cover would be a photograph of a speci-
men box, a nod to Nabokov’s passion for 
butterfl y collecting. Within the framework 
of the box, and using layers of paper and 
insect pins, the designers were free to cre-
ate more or less what they wished.

 The new versions have been rolled out 
as existing back stock of old editions are 
depleted. “I thought that using the dif-

ferent designers would be a way to keep 
people interested in what was coming,” 
Gall says. “People stop paying attention 
after the major books are issued. I wanted 
them all to be important. So many backlist 
redesigns just slip themselves onto the 
bookshelves barely noticed.” We asked 
seven of Gall’s selected designers to dis-
cuss Nabokov’s books, their cover art, and 
just how tricky it was to work within the 
confi nes of a butterfl y box.

MICHAEL BIERUT ON “SPEAK, MONEY”: 
“Most of the books on the list are novels.  

Redesigning Nabokov: 
How Limitations Can Be 
a Designer’s Best Friend
Peter Terzian 
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“Speak, Money,” however, is a memoir. And 
it’s illustrated with photographs, mostly of 
Nabokov’s family and from his childhood. 
I brought my copy (a beat-up fi rst edition) 
to the offi  ce, and we scanned the pictures. 
My idea from the start was to make the box 
look like a repository of old photos. Then I 
decided that the photos were too literal and 
we needed something to sort of fi lter them, 
to make them feel a bit more nostalgic, so 
we tried them with a piece of yellowed 
vellum on top. I liked this eff ect, and we 
started preparing the fi nal version. While 
the assembly was underway, Katie Barce-
lona, the designer in our offi  ce who was 
helping me put it together, took a picture 
of the box with only the vellum in place, no 
old photos underneath. This version was 
surprisingly eff ective, and John agreed.”

 JASON FULFORD AND TAMARA SHOPSIN 
ON “DESPAIR”:

“We had a few ideas and were playing 
around with cut paper, and then it just 
came together. There’s a line in the book 
where the narrator sees a paint company’s 
truck go by. There is a rainbow on the 
side of the truck, and the colors are in 
the wrong order: RGOYBIV. The narrator 
meets a tramp who appears to be a mir-

ror image of himself. I don’t want to give 
away the story, so let’s just say that our 
double fl awed rainbows slide down into 
the black. … Sometimes restrictions make 
things easier. I read this quote the other 
day by Kierkegaard: ‘The more a person 
limits himself, the more resourceful he 
becomes. A solitary prisoner for life is 
extremely resourceful; to him a spider can 
be a source of great amusement.’”

PETER MENDELSUND ON “KING, QUEEN, 
KNAVE”: 

“I read “King, Queen, Knave” after it was 
assigned to me, and I enjoyed it—though 
compared with Nabokov’s other novels, it’s 
pretty lightweight. The author said, “Of all 
my novels, this bright brute is the gayest,” 
which seems like a backhanded compliment. 
But John Gall had specifi cally asked that I 
make mine colorful, so this book seemed 
to fi t the bill. It’s essentially the tale of a 
love triangle, and an exploration of the 
dissatisfactions of marriage. The pivotal 
scene, an aborted murder attempt, takes 
place in a rowboat off  a misty Baltic sea-
side town. When I initially read the title, I 
assumed I would do something with playing 
cards, or chess pieces, but this just turned 
out to be too obvious, parroting the title in 

that way. As I was reading, I tried to fi nd 
an image that could represent the kind of 
telescopic writing that Nabokov excels at 
(where something is occluding something 
else, which is occluding something else in 
turn …), and the ocean just seemed like it 
would work well in that regard. And the 
idea of gradating those waves backwards 
seemed cool from the let’s-make-something-
nifty-and-new point of view. Working in the 
framework of the box was a total joy. Any-
time you’re given strict parameters, I fi nd it 
extremely freeing. I dispatched this one in a 
matter of days and then I was like, ‘Is there 
another one I can do?’ I would have happily 
done all of them—I’m a huge Nabokov nut.”

SAM POTTS ON “THE REAL LIFE OF SE-
BASTIAN KNIGHT”: 

“The specimen box was daunting because 
it’s such a great idea as a frame for the 
whole series that I was intimidated to come 
up with something that would serve the 
series well. The idea of the small book 
came directly from the novel itself—it’s the 
story of the narrator’s pursuit of another 
author, who is his brother. So the book-
within-a-book is embedded in the story 
itself. Luckily, John liked the idea and we 
went ahead with it. Hopefully people will 
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see the connection between the splayed 
book and the way butterfl ies are splayed 
in specimen boxes.”

PAUL SAHRE ON “THE LUZHIN 
DEFENSE”: 

“I hope the design functions the same way 
the title functions. The title refers to a 
defensive chess strategy, which also hap-
pens to serve as a metaphor for the main 
character’s life. I love the constraint of the 
specimen box, but I also like the challenge 
of a group project like this. It adds a degree 
of diffi  culty in terms of trying to be dead 
sure you don’t end up where someone else 
ends up. I kind of feel that my cover works 
better in the context of the other covers 
than on its own. The rest of the covers have 
images and type carefully pinned; mine 
have collapsed. I also think that John found 
a way to collaborate with the designers 
who participated without doing it in the 
conventional way. He was totally hands-off  
after assigning the title to me, but his larger 
series idea was the driving force behind 
what I was going to do. He created a very 
interesting and diffi  cult game to play.”

MARTIN VENEZKY “ON GLORY”:
“John Gall sent me a copy of “Glory,” which 
I read carefully knowing that I would need 

to develop a cover for it. The novel was 
much darker than I had expected, consid-
ering the title. The lure of distant lights 
at night and the desire to head towards 
them recurs throughout the book. So I 
took that as a visual cue to begin. I thought 
the restriction [of the specimen box] was 
terrific, although I had expected the 
boxes to be a little bigger and the pins 
a little easier to handle. I work by hand 
with paper a lot, and was in the middle 
of constructing paper collages for some 
SFMoMA products when the Nabokov 
project arrived. So all my tools were out 
and ready.  It seemed like a natural exten-
sion of the work I had been doing, but it 
was the fi rst time I used the technique for 
a cover. … Because I don’t live in New York 
I had to ship my fi nished construction to 
him through the mail. Fearing that things 
might fall over or break apart in transit, 
I wrote out extensive notes explaining 
what bits needed to be where. And since 
I wouldn’t be present for the photography, 
I made another whole list of lighting sug-
gestions. The result came out even better 
than I expected. Alison Grootee, the pho-
tographer, got it exactly right.”

MEGAN WILSON ON “THE ENCHANTER”: 
“The Enchanter” was given to me by John, 

perhaps because it is described as the ‘Ur-
Lolita’ and I had designed the previous 
cover for that book. Or perhaps because 
I live with a painter [Duncan Hannah] 
who has been known occasionally to paint 
girls of a certain age. Or maybe because 
it was at the bottom of the pile. John was 
especially inscrutable on this project; 
he assigned the books with the written 
instructions and no more; he refused to 
be drawn into discussion. Duncan had 
just had a rather successful show where 
he sold about thirty of his vintage collages 
to J. Crew. Because this project involved 
both collage and youthful girls, he seemed 
to be the obvious partner for collaboration. 
I was not familiar with the book (I think 
Duncan read it years ago) but it was quite 
shocking, especially as the Ur-Humbert 
comes to a very sticky end indeed. The 
book takes place in the 1930s, so Duncan 
made a lovely drawing of a girl of that time 
period to incorporate into the collage. As 
a fi ne artist, he felt very restricted by the 
box and was quite stumped by the pins. It 
was decided that the collage should be fl at, 
i.e. stuck with glue in the usual way, but 
with the girl pinned down like a specimen 
butterfl y. The same treatment was given 
to the title, which was printed on a block 
of fl at color to refl ect the collage.”
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B
ibliophiles beware: an upcoming 
exhibition of the work of Alvin 
Lustig and Elaine Lustig Cohen 
will likely frustrate you. It is sure 
to trigger pangs of belletristic 

acquisitiveness and perhaps even launch 
you on a new book-buying addiction—yet 
even the most dedicated collector will 
fi nd it diffi  cult to match the quality of 
the books displayed in this design show.

Opening September 20 at the College 
of Visual Arts Gallery in Saint Paul, Min-
nesota, “The Lustigs: A Cover Story” could 
be the defi nitive gathering of design by 
the two midcentury modernists. It collects 

more than 500 covers—of paperback and 
hardcover books, magazines, and catalogs—
by Alvin, who died in 1955, and Elaine, who 
carried on her husband’s practice and 
quickly became an equally accomplished 
designer. According to Lustig Cohen, the 
exhibition marks the fi rst time that their 
work has been shown side by side. (Each 
has had major individual exhibitions, Alvin 
at the Walker Art Center in 1950 and at the 
Museum of Modern Art in 1955; Elaine 
at the Cooper Hewitt, National Design 
Museum, in 1995.)

The show was a delight for this reader’s 
eyes. Gazing at the bold and colorful use of 

art and typography in each cover, I found 
myself wanting to read all of the books in 
the collection. And such heavy-hitting 
authors! There are titles by William Carlos 
Williams, D. H. Lawrence, E. M. Forster, 
Evelyn Waugh, Gertrude Stein, and James 
Joyce, to name just a few.

Curated by two members of the Col-
lege of Visual Arts graphic design faculty, 
Michael Skjei and Kolean Pitner, the show 
spans major runs of literary book series 
such as “New Classics” and “New Direc-
tions,” and publishers like Knopf, Merid-
ian Books, and the Museum of Modern Art. 
It is an impressive body of work that shows 

Dual Vision: 
The Book Covers of Alvin Lustig 
and Elaine Lustig Cohen
Bruce N. Wright

Elaine Lustig Cohen, 1957Alvin Lustig, 1946 (All book covers for New 
Directions, unless otherwise noted.)

Alvin Lustig, 1945
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how consistent and consistently creative 
the two designers were—especially during 
a particularly prolifi c period in the mid-
1940s, the ’50s, and into the ’60s.

In Steven Heller and Elaine Lustig 
Cohen’s book, “Born Modern: The Life 
and Design of Alvin Lustig,” the authors 
describe his cover-design process:

Lustig seldom relied on literal solutions 
[for his cover designs]. His method was 

to read a manuscript to get the feel of the 
“author’s creative drive,” then restate it 
in his own graphic terms. This approach 
could easily be confused with art for art’s 
sake, or style for style’s sake, since the 
cover designs were so far from providing 
any literal clue to the plot or content.

For example, Lustig’s book cover for 
“The Final Hours,” by José Suárez Car-
reño (Knopf, 1953—see it here), is a strong 

composition of unequal quadrants—red 
in the lower left, yellow in the upper right, 
and white in opposite corners—split down 
the middle by a spiky black form that sug-
gests a chasm pushing back the edges of 
the cover. The title, in lowercase italic 
white type, is stacked vertically against 
this chasm; the author’s name, also in 
lowercase italics, is shoved up to the very 
top edge, with “josé” separated from the 

Alvin Lustig, 1945

Elaine Lustig Cohen, 1957

Elaine Lustig Cohen, 1956

Alvin Lustig, 1947

Elaine Lustig Cohen, Meridian Books, 1956

Alvin Lustig, 1945
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author’s surname by a spike of black. With 
simple, effi  cient means, the composition 
sets up a jangling anticipation of the 
book’s contents.

Although the early examples in the show 
are of Lustig’s covers dating from 1933 to 
1955, a major portion of the work on dis-
play is by Lustig Cohen, with her 90 covers 

for Meridian Books, 33 covers for other 
publishers, and 24 books and catalogs for 
the Jewish Publishing Society.

Many of the books on display are from 
the collection of co-curator Michael 
Skjei, but a good many are on loan from 
the Rochester Institute of Technology 
archives, Elaine Lustig Cohen’s personal 

collection, and other private collections.
The exhibition preview takes place on 

September 19 with a lecture by Print’s 
own Steven Heller. “The Lustigs: A Cover 
Story” is part of the College of Visual Arts’ 
annual Leaders of Design series, with sup-
port from the AIGA Minnesota and local 
design fi rms.

Alvin Lustig, 1947

Alvin Lustig, 1945

Elaine Lustig Cohen, 1957

Elaine Lustig Cohen, 1956
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A
rthur Hawkins, Jr. (1903-1985) was 
the longtime toastmaster of New 
York Art Directors Club galas (he 
was also the Club’s president from 
1945 to 1946). I saw him in that 

role for the fi rst time at an awards evening 
at the Waldorf Astoria in the early ’80s. He 
was an old man then and his jokes were a 
bit stale, but it was clear to me that every-
one on the dais had great aff ection for him. 
Nonetheless, I had no idea who he was. 
Then a week or so later, as if destined by 
fate, I came across a short article about the 
book jackets he designed in a 1933 issue of 
Advertising Arts magazine, an important 
resource for designers of that period. The 
jackets were highly stylized, most remark-
ably poster-like with a European accent, 
at a time when jackets were considered 
an extraneous yet necessary marketing 
encumbrance.

The range and consistency of 
Hawkins’s jackets, their visual strength 
and graphic intelligence, caught my eye. 
Was this the same guy I heard telling 
jokes, I wondered? A year later I read an 

obit for him in The New York Times and 
decided to pursue his ghost. I found out 
that, commencing in 1927 until the ’40s, 
Hawkins had done almost 1,500 jackets 
on a freelance basis—some very memo-
rable, like “The Postman Always Rings 
Twice.” He developed an unmistakably 
eerie look for a series of murder mysteries 
that are as fresh today as they were when 
he invented his three-color conceit. His 
type was contemporary for his time, and 
for 50 years later.

But he gave up book jacket design 
because the fees for them were awful, 
even then. In 1940 he earned fi rst prize 
for the best poster submitted in the “Stop 

Hitler Now” poster contest conducted by 
the women’s division of the Committee 
to Defend America by Aiding the Allies. 
Turning to advertising, he art directed 
and designed billboards for the Outdoor 
Advertising Company, and later designed 
ads for the Alley & Richards Company and 
Rutherford Platt.

He returned to freelance life with pro-
motion design for McGraw-Hill and other 
companies. And with his wife Nancy he 
authored and designed over fi fteen cook-
books. He was stricken with a nerve dis-
ease that limited his output, but it did 
not put an end to his passion for graphic 
design—or his sense of humor.

When Book Jackets Were Bad, 
Hawkins’s Were Good
Steven Heller
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